The CCSD(T) method has been used to compute a highly accurate quartic force field and fundamental frequencies for all 14N and 15N isotopomers of the high energy density material Td N4. The computed fundamental frequencies show beyond doubt that
Introduction
Beginning in the early 1990s, theoretical quantum mechanical calculations identified tetrahedral (Ta) N4 as a potentially useful novel rocket fuel for a number of reasons [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . First, a considerable amount of energy is released upon dissociation into two N2 molecules (183 kcal/mol [1] ; see also Ref. 2 in [12] ). Second, there is a large barrier to dissociation into two N2 molecules, and the curve crossing to the lowest triplet state was 13 kcal/mol above the Ta N4 minimum making it possible to handle Td N4.
Third, the main dissociation product, N2, is environmentally benign. Further studies examined the spin-orbit crossing probability as well as the barrier to dissociation, and concluded that indeed Td N4 held promise as a novel rocket fuel should it be possible to synthesize the compound.
Recently, there has been renewed interest in the high energy density material Td N4 [12] [13] [14] [15] . Aside from the study by Radziszewski and coworkers, which will be discussed below, the excited electronic states of Ta N4 were investigated [ 12, 14] .
In one of these studies a novel approach to the synthesis of TdN4 was proposed [14] , which is based on combining two N2 molecules in bound quintet excited electronic states. While this new approach appears promising and is the first proposed method which targets the Thus the main concern from the work in Ref. [13] is the disgreement between theory and experiment for the 14N 4 to 15N 4 isotopic shift. Since matrix isolation was used in Ref. [13] , it is possible to have bands shift due to interaction with the matrix, but it is highly unlikely that any shift would be different for 14N and _SN isotopomers, so this possible source of error for the isotopic shift can be eliminated.
Another source of error, which is more of a possibility, is that the isotopic shift determined from theory is in error since only harmonic frequencies were used. We have addressed this issue in the present study by computing a highly accurate quartic force field for Ta N4 using the singles and doubles coupled-cluster method that includes a perturbational correction for triple excitations, CCSD(T) [ 16] . This method has been shown to yield highly accurate vibrational transition frequencies [17] [18] [19] [20] , and it should allow us to determine definitively whether the bands observed by Radziszewski and coworkers are indeed due to T d N 4.
The theoretical approach is given in the next section while the results and discussion are presented in the following section. Conclusions are given in the final section.
Theoretical Approach
The CCSD(T) electronic structure method was used to obtain a quartic force field for Td N4. In these calculations, Dunning's [21] correlation consistent basis set that includes up through g-functions on nitrogen, cc-pVQZ, was used. In order to account for the effects of core-correlation, a CCSD(T) quadratic force field was obtained with Woon 
S3x(t2) = 1/_2 (r2 -rs), 
Results and Discussion

A. Anharmonic Constants and Accurate Vibrational Transition Energies
The CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ quartic force field given in Table 1 was used to obtain fundamental vibrational frequencies for the 14N4, 15N4, _4N315N , 14NtSN3, and 14N215N 2 isotopomers.
The CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ harmonic and fundamental frequencies are presented in Table 2 . CCSD(T)/cc-pCVQZ harmonic frequencies for each isotopomer were obtained with the CCSD(T)/cc-pCVQZ quadratic force field given in Table 1 . Best
Estimates for the gas-phase fundamental frequencies were then obtained by adding the CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ anharmonic correction to the CCSD(T)/cc-pCVQZ harmonic frequency.
These frequency values are also given for each isotopomer in Table 2 . We note that the first two isotopomers have Td symmetry, the next two have Csv symmetry, and the last one has C:v symmetry. However, we have ordered the modes for each isotopomer so that they are consistent with the parent 14N Table 3 . It is hoped that the data presented in Tables 2 and 3 will be useful in the ultimate synthesis and detection of the high energy density material Ta N4.
B. Binding Energy Relative to Two N2 Molecules
In the decade since Ta N4 was first identified as a high energy density material, techniques for computing highly accurate thermochemistry have evolved significantly. In many cases it is possible to compute these quantities more accurately than can be obtained from experiment, with the exception of high resolution spectroscopy where this approach is applicable. The more sophisticated approaches, for example, take into account extrapolation to the one-particle basis set limit, core-valence correlation, and
Darwin mass-velocity and spin-orbit relativistic corrections.
In the present study we have utilized the W2 approach, which has been shown to yield atomization energies and heats of formation to better than +0.5 kcal/mol for a set of 14 benchmark molecules [31] .
The interested reader is referred to Ref.
[31 ] for details of the W2 approach. The data used in the W2 approach are compiled in Table 4 for the atomization reactions of N2 and
Td N4 and for the dissociation of Td N4 into two N2 molecules. CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ reference geometries were used in these calculations.
On examination of the data in a Obtained at the CCSD(T) level of theory using the basis set indicated. All quantities are in units ofcm -t. The ordering of the modes is designed to be consistent with the parent isotopomer. 
